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From: Tanya Mensah iJ'&
To: Ray Gallucci /
Date: Tue, Mar 30, 2004 8:24 AM
Subject: Re: Status of Communication Plan

Jason is working on the website. That is his responsibility as identified in the communication plan. He
shared the communication plan w/ me before you were involved and it needed additional information. So
I took it, made those changes, and integrated all of the comments from you, Eva, OCA, OPA, and Jason.

Just to explain, this is your (SPLB) communication plan to show the NRR Executive Team and the
Commission that you have thought this issue through and are prepared to address questions from the
public and the press. It also helps prepare the regions so that they know how to address questions they
are receiving on the topic.

At this point, you should be working with your secretary. Ask her to put together a concurrence package
for the communication plan. Then you concur and pass it on. If any changes occur along the way, as
the technical lead, you would be responsible for updating that plan and keeping it current (so long as the
issue is high-priority).

If you have any questions, or wish to discuss further, please give me a call at x361 0.

Thanks for your time,

Tanya

,>4'> Ray Gallucci 03/30/04 07:42AM >>>
No, I haven't been working with it beyond my input a few weeks ago. My understanding was that this was
ready to go a while back and you and Jason were processing. What does it need?

vx5» Tanya Mensah 03/29/04 05:17PM >>>
Ray,

Have you had the opportunity to get the communication plan in concurrence yet? Remember, this is the
general communication plan to assist the regions and the NRR staff with addressing general questions
on manual operator action rulemaking. These general messages will also be used by Jason to update
the manual actions information on the FP website.

If changes/adjustments w/ dates, key messages, or Q&A's need to be made along the way, they can be.
This is a living document. I don't anticipate that the changes should be drastic in the communication plan
as it goes through concurrence.

Call me if you wish to discuss,

Tanya
x3610

CC: Eva Brown; Jason Dreisbach; Sunil Weerakkody


